Headlines:

New/Updated Guidance

- CMS Provides Medicare Monoclonal Antibody COVID-19 Infusion Program Instruction

News Reports

- New Medicare coverage for COVID-19 antibody treatment can be ‘really helpful’ for nursing homes
- Severe COVID-19 linked to age, body mass index and ABO blood group
- COVID impact on senior living on track to reach $17 billion, ASHA says, requesting relief
- One-fifth of Covid-19 patients get a psychiatric diagnosis within 90 days, study suggests
- COVID-19 puts rehab patients, providers in uncharted territory
- Dosing discrepancy for Eli Lilly’s new COVID therapy begets clinician confusion
- Relaxed regulations lead to spike in telehealth use, nursing homes report
- CEO shares wish list for change and ‘most radical thought of all’
- Fluvoxamine may prevent serious illness in COVID-19 patients
- AHCA: Be vigilant against COVID-19 this holiday season
- Nursing home COVID-19 cases rise four-fold in surge states
Stockholm Rushes to Stem Nursing Home COVID Surge With Visit Ban, Quick Tests

Journal Articles

- Geriatric Rehabilitation and COVID-19: a Case Report
- Persistence and Evolution of SARS-CoV-2 in an Immunocompromised Host
- The Challenges Ahead With Monoclonal Antibodies
- Therapy for Early COVID-19: A Critical Need
- Sleep Quality and Social Support in People over 65 Years Old Who Have Had a Quarantine Process Due to Covid-19
- Excess mortality for care home residents during the first 23 weeks of the COVID-19 pandemic in England: a national cohort study
- MMWR: COVID-19 Outbreak in an Amish Community — Ohio, May 2020
- MMWR: Characteristics of Hospitalized COVID-19 Patients Discharged and Experiencing Same-Hospital Readmission — United States, March–August 2020
- MMWR: Multiple COVID-19 Outbreaks Linked to a Wedding Reception in Rural Maine — August 7–September 14, 2020

AMDA’s COVID-19 Resources Page

Join the Conversation on AMDA’s Forum

Follow Us:  

Acknowledge the service and sacrifice made by PALTC professionals who have gone above and beyond during the COVID-19 pandemic by tagging them on Twitter and use #WeArePALTC.
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